Coming Attractions

Volume 32, no. 2:

Werner Sollors and Arvind Rajagopal reflect on the development of African American studies amidst the Eurocentric multiculturalism of the Ivy League; Stefan Helmreich surfs wave theories of social change; Shaylih Muehlmann explores the uncanny affects of narco-accusations among Mexico’s rural poor; Joel Isaac reviews a forgotten classic of postwar American philosophy; Brooke Holmes uses Bruno Snell’s *Discovery of the Mind* to ask what we value in the classical past; Sharon Marcus investigates the enduring appeal of Simone de Beauvoir’s *The Second Sex*; Laurie Patton discusses the idiosyncratic endurance of Eliade’s *Patterns in Comparative Religion*; Shamus Khan explores the “zombie sociology” of Erwing Goffman’s *Presentation of Self in Everyday Life*; Lorraine Daston explains the paradoxical success of Thomas S. Kuhn’s *The Structure of Scientific Revolutions*; Caitlin Zaloom argues that *Purity and Danger* is a zombie text; Caroline Levine argues that Raymond Williams’s model of history survives only to die over and over again; Stephen Best discusses Walter Ong’s *Orality and Literacy* alongside African American literary criticism; and Manu Goswami considers the resonance and trajectory of Benedict Anderson’s influential work on nationalism.
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